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Course Introduction

This is a course in metaphysics. Here are some of the questions we will be
considering in this course:

• You and I both live in Portland, Oregon. That is, there is something we
share. Some philosophers argue that what we share is a property; in
this case the property living in Portland, Oregon. What are properties
(e.g are they abstract or concrete)? What kinds of properties are there
(e.g. mental or physical)? Are objects just properties or must there be
substances in which those properties inhere?

• You might have never been a student at LC and I might have never
worked here. However, it seems that bachelors could never have been
married men or 2 + 2 = 5. What accounts for the difference between
possible, contingent, and necessary truths? Are some of our properties
necessary or all of them contingent?

• We are both persons. You and I both have changed quite a bit over
time. For example, you were once much much smaller and had very
few philosophical thoughts. What makes you now identical to that
much smaller less philosophical being? Are you in fact identical to
them? Additionally, you both are persons. What is being a person
exactly?

• You have lots of properties. Some matter enormously to your health,
wealth, and safety. Two that seem to fit this category are race and gen-
der. Are these categories or kinds real? If they are, are they constructed
by us? Does this imply they can be “deconstructed” if they are morally
or politically problematic?
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• During the semester you will write an exam. Your thoughts will cause
you hands to move to record you metaphysical views. However, how
can one event cause another? Is it enough for an event to be necessary
and sufficient for another? Additionally, we typically think of causal
chains extending from the past to the present and further to the future.
However, can a causal chain go from the future to the present and
further to the past? In other words, could we in principle change the
past?

• Many of our physical laws are deterministic. That is, given some time
say t0, our laws tells us exactly what will happen at t1. However, we
also believe we have free will – at t0 given the laws and the history of
the universe up to t0, we could have done other than we did at t1. How
can we be free in a world of inviolable natural laws?

Course Materials

All readings will be electronically distributed to you with the exception of
this book:

Ismael, Jeann (2016) How Physics Makes Us Free, Oxford Uni-
versity Press

Course Requirements

In this course, you grade will be determined by the following:

• Three exams (3 × 20%)

• Final exam or paper (30%)

• Participation and attendance (10%)

Exams

You will be 4 exams. I will circulate questions a week in advance (e.g. eight
questions) and will pick a subset (e.g. five questions) to answer. Here is my
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grading rubric.

Fails Completely (1 pt) Unsatisfactory (2 pts) Needs Improvement (3 pts) Competent (4 pts) Exemplary (5 pts)

Thesis (5 pts) No identifiable thesis.
Difficult to identify
thesis.

Unclear, and poorly
articulated.

Promising, but
may be need clarity

Easily identifiable
clear and
sophisticated.

Structure
and style (5 pts)

No evident structure
or organization with no
major transitions

Unclear, unfocused,
disorganized, lacking in
transitions.

Generally unclear,
unfocused, with few or
weak transitions.

Clear structure
but may sometimes
wander.

Clear structure with
thesis, arguments,
responses, and
transitions.

Use of
sources (5 pts)

No attempt made to
incorporate sources.

Very little well-used
information
from sources.

Some use of sources,
poorly chosen or placed.

Draws upon sources
where needed mostly
and place usually well.
Sources cited correctly.

Uses sources
excellently
in appropriate
places with
correct citations.

Logic and
argumentation (5 pts)

No effort to construct
argument support
premises.

Little or irrelevant
evidence used to
support thesis.
Little consideration
of objections.

Weak arguments and
counter-arguments
mentioned
without rebuttal.

Argument is clear
andplausible. Counter-
arguments addressed
perhaps not fully.

Arguments have
clear conclusions
and premises.
Author responds to
objections well.

Mechanics (5 pts)

Difficult to understand
because of signi cant
problems with sentence
structure, grammar,
punctuation, and spelling.

Several problems with
sentence structure,
grammar, punctuation,
and spelling.

Some problems with
sentence structure,
grammar, punctuation,
and spelling.

Sentence structure,
grammar, punctuation,
and spelling strong
despite occasional
lapses.

Correct sentence structure,
grammar, punctuation, and
spelling.

Grading Rubric for Exams

For exams, every category (Thesis, Structure & Style, Use of sources,
Logic and argumentation, and Mechanics) is worth 5 points. For any
individual question, you receive 1–5 points depending on the quality within
the category.

Papers

You can write one 10 page final paper that should have a well-defined thesis
that is clearly argued. The essay should be without spelling and grammatical
errors. Here is my rubric for grading papers.
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Fails Completely (0 pts) Unsatisfactory (5 pts) Needs Improvement (10 pts) Competent (15 pts) Exemplary (20 pts)

Thesis (20 pts) No identifiable thesis.
Difficult to identify
thesis.

Unclear, and poorly
articulated.

Promising, but
may be need clarity

Easily identifiable
clear and
sophisticated.

Structure
and style (20 pts)

No evident structure
or organization with no
major transitions

Unclear, unfocused,
disorganized, lacking in
transitions.

Generally unclear,
unfocused, with few or
weak transitions.

Clear structure
but may sometimes
wander.

Clear structure with
thesis, arguments,
responses, and
transitions.

Use of
sources (20 pts)

No attempt made to
incorporate sources.

Very little well-used
information
from sources.

Some use of sources,
poorly chosen or placed.

Draws upon sources
where needed mostly
and place usually well.
Sources cited correctly.

Uses sources
excellently
in appropriate
places with
correct citations.

Logic and
argumentation (20 pts)

No effort to construct
argument support
premises.

Little or irrelevant
evidence used to
support thesis.
Little consideration
of objections.

Weak arguments and
counter-arguments
mentioned
without rebuttal.

Argument is clear
andplausible. Counter-
arguments addressed
perhaps not fully.

Arguments have
clear conclusions
and premises.
Author responds to
objections well.

Mechanics (20 pts)

Difficult to understand
because of signi cant
problems with sentence
structure, grammar,
punctuation, and spelling.

Several problems with
sentence structure,
grammar, punctuation,
and spelling.

Some problems with
sentence structure,
grammar, punctuation,
and spelling.

Sentence structure,
grammar, punctuation,
and spelling strong
despite occasional
lapses.

Correct sentence structure,
grammar, punctuation, and
spelling.

Grading Rubric for Essays

For essays, every category (Thesis, Structure & Style, Use of sources,
Logic and argumentation, and Mechanics) is worth 20 points. For any
individual question, you receive 0–20 points depending on the quality within
the category.

Late work

All assignments are due on the scheduled dates. In general, I do not offer
extensions for in-class exams. However, if there is an emergency, then you
may receive an extension to take the exam within one week of its scheduled
date. If you do not have an extension, for every day your assignment is not
done, it is lowered one letter grade.

Attendance & participation

I will allow you to miss a maximum of four classes unpenalized but for each
class thereafter you will lose 1% of your final grade. My rubric for partici-
pation is as follows.
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A B C D F

Actively supports,
engages and listens to
peers (ongoing)

Makes a sincere
effort to interact
with peers
(ongoing)

Limited interaction
with peers

Virtually no
interaction with
peers

No interaction with
peers

Arrives full prepared
at every session

Arrives mostly, if
not fully, prepared
(ongoing)

Preparation, and
therefore level of
participation, are
both inconsistent

Rarely prepared,
rarely participates

Never prepared,
never participates

Plays an active role
in discussions (ongoing)

Participates
constructively in
discussions
(ongoing)

When prepared,
participates
constructively in
discussions and
makes relevant
comments based on
the assigned
material

Comments are
generally vague or
drawn from outside
of the assigned
material

Demonstrates a
noticeable lack of
interest in the
material
(on going)

Comments advance
the level and depth of
the dialogue
(consistently)

Makes relevant
comments based
on the assigned
material (ongoing)

Group dynamic and
level of discussion
are not affected by
the student?s
presence

Demonstrates a
noticeable lack of
interest
(on occasion)

Group dynamic and
level of discussion
are significantly
harmed by the
student?s presence

Group dynamic and
level of discussion are
consistently better
because of the
student?s presence

Group dynamic
and level of
discussion are
occasionally better
(never worse)
because of the
student?s presence

Group dynamic and
level of discussion
are harmed by the
student?s presence

Participation Rubric

Grade Scale

The course grading scale is as follows:

A = 93 – 100, A- = 90 – 92, B+ = 86 – 89, B = 83 – 85, B- = 80 –
82, C+ = 76 – 79, C = 73 – 75, C- = 70 – 72, D+ = 66 – 69, D =
60 – 65, F = 0 – 59

It is impossible to do well in this course without reading and studying. I
suggest that you carefully read the assigned material taking notes on what
you read. You are strongly encouraged to discuss the course material with
others outside of class. I am happy to help you outside of class. That is why
I keep office hours.
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Plagiarism

All students are expected to follow Lewis & Clark College’s Academic In-
tegrity Policy. This is stated in Lewis Clark College’s College Catalog. Gen-
erally, plagiarizers and cheaters will be given an F for the entire course (they
will not be allowed to drop or withdraw from the course). Also, your case
will be given to the Honor Board where in addition to a failing grade you
will receive disciplinary action.

Learning Differences

If you have been diagnosed with a learning difference and are seeking an
accommodation, please provide me, as soon as possible, with a ”Notice of
Disability and Statement of Accommodation” from Dale Hollaway, Coor-
dinator of Student Support Services.

Tentative Schedule

Here is our schedule which is of course revisable.

Week 1 Introduction & Properties

• Course Introduction

• “The World of Universals” (Bertrand Russell)

Week 2 Properties

• “New Work for a Theory of Universals” (David Lewis)

• “Universals as Attributes” (D. M. Armstrong)

Week 3 Modality

• “Modalities: Basic Concepts and Distinctions” (Alvin Plantinga)

• “A Philosopher’s Paradise: The Plurality of Worlds” (David Lewis)
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Week 3 Modality

• “Possible Worlds” (Robert Stalnaker)

• “The Nature of Possibility” (David Armstrong)

Week 4 Persons

• “Personal Identity” (Derek Parfit).

• “Personhood and Personal Identity” (Marya Schechtman)

Week 5 Persons

• First Exam

• “The Ontological Status of Persons” (Lynne Rudder Baker).

Week 6 Persons & Natural Kinds

• “An Argument for Animalism” (Eric T. Olson).

• “Natural Kinds” (W. V. Quine)

Week 7 Natural Kinds & Race

• “The Looping Effects of Human Kinds” (Ian Hacking)

• “Why there are no races” (Kwaime Anthony Appiah)

Week 8 Race & Gender

• “A Radical Solution to the Race Problem? (Quayshawn Spencer)

• “Gender and Race: (What) Are they? (What) Do we want them to
be?” (Sally Haslanger)

SPRING BREAK
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Week 10 Gender & Causation

• “What is Gender Essentialism?”(Charlotte Witt)

• “Causes and Conditions” (J.L. Mackie)

Week 11 Causation & Time

• Second Exam

• “The Paradox of Time Travel” (David Lewis)

Week 12 Ishamel’s How Physics Makes Us Free

• Ch. 1 “What Am I?”

• Ch. 2 “The Rise of the Self-Governor”

• Ch. 3 “The Unity of the Self”

Week 13 Ishamel’s How Physics Makes Us Free

• Ch. 4 “How Can I Be Free If My Actions Are Determined by Physical
Laws?”

• Ch. 5 “How Can I Be Free if My Actions Are Caused by Things Out-
side My Control?”

• Ch. 6 “The Open Future”

Week 14 Ishamel’s How Physics Makes Us Free

• Ch. 7 “The Paradox of Predictability”

• Ch. 8 “Fatalism”

• Ch. 9 “Self-Constitution: The Making of the Self”

• Third Exam

Final Exam or Paper
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